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These guidelines are promulgated by Sentara Health Plan (SHP) as recommendations for the clinical management of specific conditions. Clinical data in a particular case may necessitate or permit deviation
from these Guidelines. The SHP Guidelines are institutionally endorsed recommendations and are not intended as a substitute for clinical judgment.
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PELVIC MASS PROTOCOL
Ultrasound is a primary imaging study
History and Physical
Assess for pregnancy either by
serum beta-HCG or ultrasound

Pre-menarchal




Adolescent

Reproductive Years

Usually not physiologic
Most are benign tumors
Consider IVP if GU/GI
symptoms
Tumor Markers

 Same as Pre-menarchal
except may have a
functional cyst

CT/MRI only with
abnormal labs or ascites

 Observation for 6 weeks if
asymptomatic
 Consider infection



Treatment:

Treatment:

Treatment:






Laparoscopic evaluation of
mass:
 If benign: ovarian
cystectomy or
oophorectomy
 If malignant: Referral to
GYN/ONC





Referral to GYN/ONC or
Pediatric Surgeon




Rule out pregnancy
Most are benign

Post Menopausal
 Obtain Tumor Markers


 Rule out pregnancy



Diagnostic Laparoscopy
Laparoscopic excision of
mass, which does not resolve
with observation
Referral to GYN/ONC

May use conservative
management /expectant
management if simple (w/o
septations or excrescences)
or w/ hemorrhagic features
(consider color Doppler to
confirm dx)



Consider
observation for
asymptomatic
cystic structure (no
septations or
excrescences)
Consider F/U q 6m
X2 w/ negative
evaluation



If mass present
with negative
tumor markers
and negligible
concern for
malignancy,
primary
OB/GYN may
consider
laparoscopic
removal

Treatment:
 Referral to GYN/ONC if mass suspicious for
malignancy > 10 cm, complex, solid
components, excrescences, intramural
nodules, Increased CA-125, OVA1 4.4 or
greater.
 Inappropriate to simply observe for
regression.

**OVA1 is a biomarker panel that incorporates five proteins: two upregulated (CA125-II and ß 2 microglobulin) and three
downregulated (transferrin, transthyretin, and apolipoprotein A-1). **
These guidelines are promulgated by Sentara Health Plan (SHP) as recommendations for the clinical management of specific conditions. Clinical data in a particular case may necessitate or permit deviation
from these Guidelines. The SHP Guidelines are institutionally endorsed recommendations and are not intended as a substitute for clinical judgment.

